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   E-mail: paulrcobb@outlook.com
 Aphids  Dr J I T Thacker   38, Gladstone,Street, Norwich, NR2 3BH
   E-mail: jit@caleopteryx.com
 Dragonflies Dr Pam Taylor   Decoy Farm, Decoy Rd, Potter Heigham,
   Gt Yarmouth, NR29 5LX  E-mail: pamtaylor@british-dragonflies.org.uk
 Parasitic Hymenoptera Graham Hopkins   15, Matlock Road, Norwich, NR1 1TL
    E-mail: hopkinsecology@yahoo.co.uk
 Solitary Bees & Wasps Tim Strudwick   16, Beech Way, Brundall, Norwich,
    NR13 5ND   E-mail: timstrud@tiscali.co.uk
 Ants  Doreen Wells   1, Cobden Terrace, Northgate Street,
   Gt Yarmouth, NR30 1BT   E-mail: wells_doreen@hotmail.com
 Hoverflies  Stuart Paston,  25 Connaught Road, Norwich, NR2 3BP
   E-mail: stuartpaston@yahoo.co.uk

Terrestrial Heteroptera (Land bugs, excld. Aphids, leaf-hoppers etc.)
Rob Coleman, Springfields, North Walsham Road, Felmingham, North

 Walsham,  NR28 0JU E-mail: mail@rob-coleman.co.uk
 Other Insects Dr Tony Irwin   Natural History Dept., Shirehall, Market Avenue,
   Norwich,   NR1 3JQ  E-mail:  tony.Irwin@norfolk.gov.uk

Spiders    Phillip Collyer,  9 Lowther Road, Norwich, NR4 6QN
   E-mail: pipcollyer@yahoo.co.uk

Harvestmen  Peter Nicholson, Greystone House, Castle Howard Rd, Malton, North
   Yorkshire YO17 7AT  E-mail: petenich@btinternet.com

Woodlice & Pseudoscorpions Dick Jones   14, Post Office Rd., Dersingham, King’s Lynn,
Centipedes & Millipedes PE31 6PH   E-mail: rej@johalpinjones.eclipse.co.uk



Freshwater Invertebrates Dr Dan Hoare, Wheatfen Broad, Covey Lane, Surlingham, Norwich,
 (including Mayflies)                 Norfolk, NR14 7AL  Email: daniel.j.hoare@gmail.com

Marine Invertebrates (incld.  Molluscs) Rob Spray & Dawn Watson   1 Town Houses, Yoxford
Marine Algae (Seaweeds)  Road, Sibton, Saxmundham, Suffolk IP17 2LX
    E-mail: hello@seasearcheast.org.uk

Galls Anne Hickley, 23 Biggin Hill Way, Watton IP25 6NZ
   E-mail: anne@penguinofficeservices.co.uk

Vascular Plants
 East Norfolk Bob Ellis   11, Havelock Rd., Norwich, NR2 3HQ ,
   E-mail: bob@elymus.demon.co.uk
 West Norfolk Richard Carter  67 Doddshill, Dersingham, King’s Lynn, PE30 4DJ
   E-mail: rcarter@rsk.co.uk

Mosses & Liverworts
 East Norfolk Mary Ghullam   5, Beech Drive, Cromer Road, North Walsham,
   NR28 0BZ   E-mail: mylia@btinternet.com
 West Norfolk Robin Stevenson    111, Wootton Rd., King’s Lynn, PE30 4DJ
   E-mail: crs111@talktalk.net

Lichens  Peter Lambley   The Cottage, Elsing Rd., Lyng, Norwich, NR9 5RR
  E-mail: plambley@aol.com

Fungi  Dr Tony Leech   3, Eccles Road, Holt, NR25 6HJ   E-mail: tonyleech3@gmail.com

Other Taxa Martin Horlock   Biodiversity Information Officer, R301 County Hall, Martineau
  Lane, Norwich, NR1 2SG   E-mail: martin.horlock@norfolk.gov.uk

Referee:
Charophytes/           Alex Prendergast, Bramble Cottage, Low Road, Tasburgh, NR15 1AR
Freshwater Algae    E-mail: mushroom_alex@hotmail.com

Special interest groups
NNNS Photographic Group:
                B D Macfarlane, 10 Peregrine Road, Sprowston, Norwich, NR7 8JP
                Tel 01603 408647  E-mail: david.brian.macfarlane@gmail.com

For NNNS Microscopy enquires:
 S M Livermore, 70 Naseby Way, Dussindale, Norwich, NR7 0TP

               Tel 01603 431849  E-mail: stephenlivermore@outlook.com
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               E-mail:  philipparkerassociates@btconnect.com

Norfolk Bat Group: J G Goldsmith,The Barn Cottage, Seething, Norwich, NR15 1EJ
              Tel 01508 550003  E-mail: john@aurum-ecology.co.uk

Norwich Bat Group:  S Phillips E-mail: info@norwichbatgroup.org.uk

Norfolk Flora Group: S Harmer / R Carter, 67 Doddshill, Dersingham, King’s Lynn, PE31 6LP.
              Tel 07711870553 / 07711870554  E-mail: sharmer@rsk.co.uk / rcarter@rsk.co.uk

R W Ellis, 11 Havelock Road, Norwich, NR2 3HQ
           Tel 01603 662260  E-mail: bob@elymus.demon.co.uk

Norfolk Fungus Study Group: Dr A R Leech, 3 Eccles Road, Holt, NR25 6HJ
              Tel 01263 712282  E-mail: tonyleech3@gmail.com
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              NR9 5RR  Tel 01603 872574  E-mail: Plambley@aol.com

Norfolk moth Survey: K G Saul, Albion, Main Road, Filby, Gt Yarmouth, NR29 3HS
              E-mail: kensaul@stone-angel.co.uk

Norfolk Spider Group:  P Collyer, 9 Lowther Road, Norwich, NR4 6QN
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Norfolk & Suffolk Bryological Group: Mrs M P Ghullam, 5 Beech Drive, Cromer Road,
               North Walsham, NR28 0BZ  Tel 01692 402013  E-mail: mylia@btinternet.com
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I trust you will find this edition of ‘  interesting as there is quite
a varied content covering flora, insects and birds. In addition there is a
discussion on what is ‘wild’ and a very instructive article for those of you who
may be considering making a wildflower meadow by Dr. Jo Parmenter of The
Landscape Partnership. The results of the search for the Ramsons Hoverfly

 are also included. My thanks as always to those contri-
butors who have submitted articles / photographs for this edition. I hope all
members will have a great summer and look forward to receiving your
observations and notes in the autumn.

 The May Lily
Martin Woodcock

I was walking through Sheringham Park in early May - on the 11th, to be precise,
and noticed a small patch of May Lily in woodland quite near the main path. This
reminded me that I had seen this plant some years before on Salthouse Heath. I
knew then that it was rare, and made a few notes. It was a patch about 15 yards
square, near a part of the heath that had been cleared, but the patch extended
across a vehicle track under some trees. A number of plants were actually
flowering in the wheel ruts.

Being very busy at the time, I did not take the observation any further, but became
aware that it might be interesting about a year later, when we were visited by
Richard Fitter, who was extremely keen that I should take him to see it the follow-
ing year. As it turned out, he was too frail by then, and unable to make the trip.

After seeing the plant at Sheringham, I looked at A Flora of Norfolk and the New
Atlas of the British and Irish Flora. The latter only shows the site at Swanton
Novers and the known introduction at Sheringham, so it appeared to be unknown
from Salthouse Heath. However, I learn from Bob Ellis that it was found there in
2002, too late to be recorded in the New Atlas. From the long account in Peter
Marren's Britain's Rare Flowers, this seems an unlikely location for the plant to
have been introduced, and it is on the appropriate "light, well-drained acid soil".

I went on the 20th May to look at the Salthouse site for the first time since I found
it there on 18th May 2003 (in fact alerted to it by a local lady). The patch is much
the same, though the track is wider and drier, and there is only a small patch



12x10x17 yards, and is in dappled shade amongst bracken, under birch trees and a
Pedunculate Oak. It seems to be flowering better in the shade than in direct
sunlight, and is by no means as obvious as the Sheringham plants, which are
unconcealed by other vegetation.

I have since heard from a friend, who has recently been to the Swanton Novers
site, that the May Lily has now disappeared from there. I also learn that the
introduced plant at Sheringham is the closely related False Lily of the Valley
Maianthemum kamtschaticum, so the Salthouse site is apparently the only one for
May Lily in Norfolk.

White Bee Orchid
Hans Watson

About a mile from where I live is a wood that is managed by the Blofield and
District Conservation Group. In the centre, is a large open area that is managed for
its plants and insects. This management has been very successful and new species
of plant and insect are being regularly seen. This year Bee Orchids have increased,
and whilst counting the flowering spikes, I was delighted to find a spike of the
white variety Chlorantha. It was growing only inches away from a normally
coloured Bee Orchid. Although I have been looking at Bee Orchids and the other
species of orchid that occur in this wood for about 12 years, this is the first time
that I have seen this beautiful variety.

The hoverfly  in Norfolk

Our knowledge of the Norfolk distribution of the hoverfly Portevinia maculata,
which is dependent on Ramsons, has been considerably enhanced following a
targeted survey undertaken in 2014.

The survey, which was prompted by its discovery at Holt in 2011 by Tony Irwin,
was promoted via Norfolk Wildlife Facebook, Norfolk Wildlife Yahoo Groups
and NBIS. It asked participants to visit sites supporting Ramsons during the spring
flowering period when the conspicuous males are found on foliage. Photographic
evidence was requested.

 There was an enthusiastic response which led to the discovery of nine sites. Eight
of these were new but it was pleasing to rediscover the species at Warren Woods,
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Cromer (John Furse, Greg Bond) where it was recorded by Ken Durrant in 1938,
the only record prior to 2011.

The other recorded sites are Castle Rising Wood and Reffley Wood (Dave Brice),
Hockering Wood  (Tony Irwin/ Stuart Paston), Swanton Novers Great Wood
(Nick Owens), Sheringwood, Beeston Regis (Mark Clements), A private wood-
land near Felbrigg Great Wood (Francis Farrow), Booton Common (Mike
Gasson) and Ashwellthorpe Lower Wood (Andy Musgrove, Ben Lewis and Ann
Edwards). See distribution map below.

A further outcome of the survey was the important information gained about sites
where the species was absent – these predominantly supported small colonies of
Ramsons in open situations. No sites were discovered in Broadland where the
plant is scarce but two sites in the so far unoccupied Breck area remain to be
checked. From the information gathered it is clear that the stronghold of maculata
is in North Norfolk with other unvisited sites here likely to support further popula-
tions.

We can now say that maculata, like its foodplant, is locally common in Norfolk,
having escaped notice for so long, in large part perhaps, by its likely absence
from diptera hotspots such as the Broads, the main area of Breckland and certainly
the coastline, where research by local and visiting field workers has tended to be
focused.

Our thanks to everyone who participated not forgetting Bob Ellis who supplied
the Ramsons site database that underpinned the survey.

Stuart Paston
     Tony IrwinThe tetrad based DMAP shows the distribution of the

Ramsons Hoverfly as revealed by the 2014 survey
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John Furse

In the past few months I have photographed a few insects around North Norfolk.
Back in March I found the Dark-edged Bee-fly, a common insect  under the
willows at the southern edge of Snipe's Marsh NWT- adjacent to Walsey Hills. I
spotted it and, while attempting to photograph it, it became temporarily stuck in
the remnants of a spider's web. This allowed an unusual shot (and view) of its
underside.

Later, on 14/04/2014, on Walsey Hills itself I was alerted to the presence of a
parasitic Nomada bee by the Summer Weekend Warden at Walsey Hills NOA,
David Bratt, who'd taken a poorish shot on his mobile 'phone a couple of days
earlier.  The insect was in strong sun, preferred to perch behind something (!) and
a bit 'flitty' but I managed some not much better shots. This was in the hedge at
the southern boundary of the Reserve. I sent the image to various interested
members and although Tim Strudwick identified it as Nomada signata – a rare
parasitic  species, though its host, Andrena fulva is common, it was passed on to
George Else (at the Natural History Museum) for final confirmation. In Norfolk it
has  only been found in the Brecks except for one very old Norwich record.

The third insect, photographed in Holt Country Park in June, also led some
members a merry dance before it was identified. In this case it is a lesson for the
unwary. It also illustrates the advantages of reaching for the camera and taking
some shots as soon as something ‘odd’ is seen. Although it was clearly a hoverfly,
it appeared wholly black and shiny. Opinion varied from ‘ Could it be a conti-
nental species?’ to ‘It looks like a melanistic variety’ The image was sent to the
UK Hoverfly Recorder, Roger Morris, who pronounced it as the common, but
very worn Volucella bombylans (typical red-tailed form – Bombus lapidarius
mimic). In fact when the image was zoomed up there were several short tufts of
hairs (some gingerish) present around the basal edge of the abdomen.
 

Ledra aurita again
Paul Cobb

Since writing about the leafhopper Ledra aurita in Norfolk (Natterjack no. 120) I
have discovered the Victoria County History online: www.archive.org/index.php
and it contains two further 19th century records, at Fulmodeston Severals and
Foxley Wood, both by Frank Norgate, but no dates are given.  It also gave me an
addition to the county list of lacewings and allies (the snake-fly Atlantoraphidia
maculicollis), so the other recorders might also find important overlooked records
there.

                                                         4



Ants in the bunker
Sylvia Fairhead

My husband David recently found an ant’s nest in one of our old coal bunkers.
We have never ever heard of anything nesting in such a place. I wonder if anyone
has. I contacted Doreen Wells (County Ant Recorder) and she was very surprised
too.
If anyone has found ants or other wildlife living in coal-dust please let ‘Natterjack’ know and maybe
we can see what can exploit a somewhat alien habitat – Ed.

Valezina
John Furse

On 30 June 2014, a kind text message from one of the Rangers saw me hasten to
the pond area in Holt Country Park. Soon I was watching the greenish-bronze
form of the female Silver-washed Fritillary – valezina. This form of sexual
dimorphism is confined to the female line and one was also seen in 2013. The
welcome increase in the numbers of Silver-washed Fritillaries, since the invasion
of 2010 is due the sterling work the Rangers and their work parties have done
since last year in clearing along the woodland edges, specifically for the Silver-
washed Fritillaries and the White Admirals. Already, this year, the numbers of
both species bode very well for the season.

Bittern’s unusual catch
Tony Howes

The Bittern is a magical bird, found in reed beds in the fens, but it is rarely seen.
The spring song of the ‘booming’ male, sounding like a distant fog horn carries
for some distance and is often the only clue they are there.  Most people visiting
the various nature reserves would like to see a Bittern, more often than not it will
be a bird in flight as it moves from one feeding place to another.

Recently I had the great privilege of watching a Bittern out in the open fishing on
the edge of a dyke, it was catching very small fish, normal fare for the species.
Then it drove it’s dagger like bill into the water and came up with a Pike probably
18 inches long, it half lifted, half dragged it onto the bank.  Holding it just behind
the head it dragged it behind a screen of reeds, so I don’t know what happened
next but I would be very surprised if it were able to swallow a fish of that size.
Fortunately I was able to get a series of images of the procedure from start to
finish: a unique experience.
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Out and About
Brian Macfarlane

The summer is well underway, and the longest day has long gone. Where does the
time go? I have not been out much with the camera since coming back from a
very wet holiday in Scotland at the end of May. No landscape photography there,
which I had been looking forward to taking a few snaps.

Back to my garden patch. Starlings this year have been virtually none existent
compared to last year. The white starling has shown up recently obviously feeding
young. So that bird has survived for two years which is unusual for odd birds as
they usually get predated.

During the last week of June I have seen a male and female Broad-bodied Chaser
hanging round my pond. That is a first for my garden.

I have been to Strumpshaw, but the Fen hide has not had much to offer as the reed
beds have grown so tall, and encroached into the water space. The Heron has
become a regular visitor again after an absence through the winter. Also abundant
is the Small Tortoiseshell butterfly. I hear the Bitterns have bred and the young-
sters seen on the wing. Harriers are doing well, and a pair of Cranes have been
seen possibly looking for a new nest site for the future.

A pair of Common Terns have been enter-
taining in front of the Tower hide. The male

bringing in a fair number of fish and feeding
the female while on the wing. He was very

successful at fishing.

I have been to Cley a few times in the last weeks. Un-
fortunately the legacy of the winter storms and flooding has

caused havoc with the feeding grounds, hence the lack of birds. However I went
on 30th June, hoping to see the Spoonbills. I saw 16 from Dauke’s hide as usual
with their heads firmly tucked under their wings. After 2 hours of waiting they
suddenly flew off, and I was able to get a few shots before they headed towards
the sea, so mission accomplished!

Time to think about looking for alternative subjects to photograph until the birds
return in the Autumn.

Common Crane
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Hans Watson

This year has seen a further decline in the number of House Martins where I live
in Lingwood. When I first moved into my bungalow the south facing gable apex
was used by at least one pair, and most of the neighbouring bungalows had pairs.
Not all my neighbours welcomed these lovely little birds, saying that they made
such a mess. Some would tie tinsel strips up where previous years nests had been,
in an effort to discourage them, but this only had a limited success, with the birds
often building their nest a few feet away from the tinsel strips. Alas, things have
gradually changed over the last ten or so years, and this year only two birds have
been seen hawking for insects over our gardens.

I have no doubt that the reasons for the decline in numbers of House martins, and
many other species of bird, are both varied and complex. However, there are
places in Europe where numbers of House Martins are still high, and this applies
to other species that have become scarce in Britain. In May, whilst in Turkey, I
was able to watch a colony of over 80 pairs on a single large building. Perhaps,
instead of asking why our birds have become scarce, we should find out why other
areas, including countries just across the channel, still have good numbers.

I have reached the age, where I am often told by my family, that I should stop
moaning about things such as declining numbers of birds, and instead, rejoice in
all the new species that have colonised Britain. For me, however, the gaining of
Little Egrets, Cetti’s Warblers, Spoonbills etc., will never make up for the losses
of Turtle Doves, Nightingales, Yellow Wagtails etc., and of course, MY House
Martins.

How wild is 'wild'? – a bird's-eye view!
John Vincent

Hip-hip-hurrah! Two hips safely negotiated.

Now for a small hurrah with another dabble into Edingthorpe's environmental
mini-histories. Whilst attempting to give a comprehensive definition of 'wild' it
leads into seriously deep water. Forgive me if I pussy-foot a little.

Some years ago in Ethiopia, with local professional back-up, I was mapping
remote discrete pockets of natural forest. A local Forest Officer approached me
during a late-in-the-day break and said: 'Sit here quietly for a while and a wild will
come'.
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A new usage of 'wild', for me at least, as a tagging-noun, leading to a sufficient
understanding of 'wild' for my purposes here as seen in:

 'How wild is a wild living wild in the wild'?

`a wild' is nominated, the known x in the equation to the unknown y 'How wild';
`living wild' we can understand without further ado;
`the wild' is essentially a convenient environmental catch-all, adaptable to any
demand we make on it as different wilds are nominated;
leaving us with:
`How wild', which is essentially adaptability to living wild in the wild +
behavioural activity which is itself a complex of genetic make-up and reaction to
specific desire and demand.

Oh yes! How about a few 'for instances'?

`Hold you hard together, thass now acomin", as the native wilds say in the remoter
wilds of Norfolk.

Andy Warhol, famously on his craft, contributed: 'Art' is what you can get away
with'. Not a bad encompassment for 'wild' also.

As Edward Lear might have put it:
`Who or why or which or what is seen as 'wild' or reckoned not'.

Let's keep it small. Avian 'wild'.

This leads us into the worlds of bird migration, local breeding populations, and the
infinite variation of 'wild' with locale.

Wild geese and wild duck predominantly spring to mind, geese are probably less
blurred than duck, with Greylag and latterly Canada the problem children. I
include Canada because in UK there is a tendency to regard it as a newcomer into
the semi-domesticated open waters' public and private environments. But beware.
On a recent birding trip to central Sweden in a late winter spring, discrete sizeable
flocks of Canada occurred in amongst the assorted migrating wild fowl heading
north to breed.

But I want, if I may, to concentrate on ducks, the Mallard to be precise.
We are all acquainted with winter feeding of 'domesticated' Mallard on the
Serpentine, only to find that much of this was a phase of mass winter immigration
to escape harsh northern weather and spring emigration to breed in the north up to
the southern arctic. So just how 'wild' are Mallard insofar as the Edingthorpe
environment is concerned?

Edingthorpe lore includes the 5 ponds scattered over an area of say half a mile



radius from the church, pauses in a drainage pattern east swinging to north and out
to the sea.

Farmers shoot in season of course, but not too intensively, duck being the culmi-
nation of a day's shoot, around a designated and maintained flight pond. Mallard
are around in winter, the Broads are close by, but Mallard visibility rises sharply
in the spring.

With Mallard it is more a part of the behavioural side of 'wild' brought about by
spring breeding. Not all do it. Some stay more wild, nesting hidden around the
edges of ponds and hoping to avoid the attention of foxes, otters, stoats, weasels,
rats and cats (feral and domestic).

The cannier female Mallard however come to terms with their wild side, see man
as a possible protector and provider as well as a predator, and take the risk of
moving in physically close to take advantage. The Old Rectory has a low wall
around its southern and western sides, providing for a 0.7 metre wide planting
area, essentially taken up by very old but still lively Fuchsias. The southwest
corner has an overlay of Winter Jasmine. To our complete surprise, a wild Mallard
decided to nest under there, in the protective alley of flanking walls. How protec-
tive? Against the array of local predatory wilds and domestics, not so much. But
she pulled it off. There was another problem she had not foreseen. How to get the
brood out of their walled-in box and safely to a pond? 'Quack' was her remedy for
that. It worked. Obliging man cornered and lifted the brood over the wall and
mother took off as head of family, out of the drive and 50 metres down the road to
the nearest pond. She made that too. A heart-warming sight. Foolish, feckless
maybe, but in her eyes the better option, and she brought it off to prove it.

There were sequels, but whether by the same female we shall never know.

A failure too. A nest in the Bergenia under the breakfast room window on the
northern side, with no protective wall. A stoat found that one and saw-off the
eggs. There have been other occasions of mothers leading their broods from pond
to pond for whatever reason, along the road, down the drive, and into the open
'wood' leading on to the old fish pond.

Part of this scene, whether the nest location is known or not, is the arrival at the
door in the spring of Mr and Mrs Mallard, to be fed.

`Wild' did you say?

A pair in particular. A hungry wife and an impeccable husband who would stand
by, refusing to partake until his dearly beloved had had her fill. But there was a
darker side.

My wife and I were on the back door brick patio taking part in this morning ritual,

9
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when Mallard literally fell from the sky, totally unexpectedly, schooled in the
brutal directness of their probably impromptu onslaught. This was the behavioural
side of wild at its worst. Totally unseemly for an Old Rectory on a spring day of
gentle sunshine, it was gang-rape at its ugliest. Mr Impeccable appeared to be
stunned into immobility and took no part. Mrs Spouse took off like a grounded
rocket insofar as a waddle can achieve it, scuttling in and out and round our legs
whilst the small flight of sexually predatory male Mallard set about their dedicated
task. Inevitably they succeeded, cornering the distraught female by dint of
numbers and doing their thing. Then off. No loitering. Job done. On with the
motley! Audacity revelling in the freedom of the wild. Mr Impeccable took the
hint and moved in to smooth and soothe ruffled feathers, and it was all over. A
dastardly black deed with shame-faced ineffectual protectors too startled and too
slow to react to effectively help.

The next morning husband and wife were there as usual for their food. Life had
moved on. Mr Impeccable was as impeccable as ever, his wife as hungry as ever.
A ‘domestic’ déjà vu with a shockingly explicit memory of totally uninhibited
avian wildness.

Wildflower grassland: where, why and how?
 Jo Parmenter

Why and Where should we create wildflower grassland?

Britain’s species rich grasslands have been decimated over the past half century.
Establishing new wildflower grasslands, rather than the more usual amenity grass-
land, ensures the creation of something which is attractive, well adapted to our
climate, low maintenance and wildlife-friendly.

Wherever possible, we, as individuals, should be doing our bit to ensure that the
habitats we have control or influence over, are attractive, practical, and, wherever
possible, wildlife-friendly. The following are examples of activities that create
opportunity for wildflower grassland creation:

● Landscape works associated with new urban and industrial developments,
highway verges and major engineering schemes (flood defence schemes
and river restoration are especially pertinent to this region)

· The re-vegetating of former waste disposal sites, redundant mineral work-
ings and former industrial sites

· Landscape projects on public open spaces, for example doorstep greens,
public staithes and playing fields

· Constructed wetlands for SUDS or pollution control
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· Habitat creation projects including those designed to implement species
and habitat Biodiversity Action Plans (e.g. major reedbed creation
initiatives)

· Planting new native woods and hedgerows
· Hedgerow and woodland restoration
· Agri-environment and biodiversity restoration projects on farmland: e.g.

conservation headlands, beetle banks, wildflower grassland creation and
grassland enhancement for biodiversity.

While most of us are unlikely to become involved in large-scale grassland restor-
ation projects, we can make a difference in a small way, in our own gardens or in
local community schemes.

Although some people argue against wildflower grassland creation in an urban or
suburban setting, if carefully designed and managed, the grassland can look both
tidy and attractive.  It is also worth noting that most wildflower grasslands require
an annual cut, and thus require much less in the way of management resourcing
than amenity grasslands.

Common issues and problems
There are a number of general issues concerned with using wild plant species:

· Correctly specifying appropriate native plant species: Knowing which
plants (and combinations of plants) to use, where and in what circum-
stances

· Understanding the limitations of the supply trade to deal with particular,
and perhaps sometimes rather too specific, requirements

· Awareness of different approaches for creating new habitats and ecological
landscapes, including balancing the potential for natural regeneration
against plant introductions (i.e. planting).

Creation of wildflower grassland is not simply a matter of buying a sack of seeds
and just scattering it about - it requires carefully thought:

· selection of species according to expectations (some landowners or stake-
holder groups may wish to see a colourful flower display)

· selection of species according to the probable aftercare regime (for
example annual ‘cornfield’  mixtures will only persist long-term if the
ground is rotovated every year, and most types of wildflower grassland
require mowing or grazing management).

· selection of species according to soil chemistry, for example calcium
loving plants in alkaline conditions,
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· selection of species according to nutrient levels (low-growing flowers will
rapidly become swamped by vigorous competitors in a nutrient-rich soil if
management is not spot-on)

· selection of species according to geographical area (there is little point in
introducing species which thrive at higher altitude and rainfall to lowland
East Anglia).

Species selection and Sourcing seed: difficulties and the implications of
getting it wrong
It is important to ensure that all wildflowers used in planting schemes are not only
species which are native to the UK, and to the geographic area into which they
will be introduced, but that they are also from UK genetic stock, and preferably of
a genotype local to the area in which they will be used.  Due to the difficulties in
obtaining appropriate material (only a handful of UK companies can provide
bona-fide UK provenanced seed mixes, and many of these can only supply the
flowering plants, and not the grasses), a sensible goal at present would be to
ensure that our planting and seeding schemes use material from a lowland UK
source.

Ensuring that native UK stock is used may seem to be going a bit too far, but we
have to consider what could potentially occur if non-UK native genetic material is
used.  British species of wildflower have been evolving in isolation in these
islands for seven thousand years, since the landbridge to the continent disappeared
under the North Sea, and since the end of the last glaciation, changes in landuse,
for example the post-glacial spread of forest and todays largely agricultural land-
scape, have caused populations of some species to evolve in semi-isolation.

The outcome has been two-fold: firstly, many of our UK plant species are geneti-
cally different to their continental counterparts, and secondly, many so-called
‘species’ are in reality composed of groups of individuals which may be geneti-
cally different (different genotypes within the species) or which may behave
differently, with slightly differing habitat requirements (phenotypes).  Many plant
species exhibit a wealth of genetic variation across their range: for example
Common Rockrose occurs on chalky soils throughout much of the UK, but a
particular ecotype grows on acid soils in Scotland.  The patterns of regional varia-
tion in our native flora are a historical record of past influences, which have
affected their survival, growth form and ecological behaviour.

The patterns of regional variation in our native flora are a historical record of past
influences, which have affected their survival, growth form and ecological
behaviour.

There have been situations where wildflower grassland containing fodder-cultivar-
forms of Common Birds-foot Trefoil and Salad Burnet have been sown next to
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 SSSI chalk grassland, and, being larger, and more aggressive than the local geno-
type, began to replace it within the grassland.  This may not sound too serious, but
if the balance of plants within an important grassland changes, some of the
smaller, less competitive and possibly rare species can be lost, or populations of
rare invertebrates specific to one form of a plant species but not to another form
could be wiped out. For example, some of our native bumblebees are unable to
feed from certain Red Clover cultivars because the flower is a different shape to
our native forms. Sometimes, completely alien seed is used to ‘bulk out’ more
expensive native species, for example Hungarian Brome has been turning up in
seed mixtures, and where European-sourced seed of native species is used, it can
be contaminated by species which are not native to the UK.

Two common and to some extent mutually exclusive reasons are often voiced for
writing off the importance of the conservation of genetic diversity in the general
countryside:

1. 'Nothing worth saving', i.e. any patterns of genetic variation in grassland
have been lost through a history of agricultural and industrial damage or
past widespread movement of plant material.

2. 'The environmental sieve', i.e. whatever mistakes we make in habitat
restoration, for instance, in introducing alien plant material, selection
forces will automatically weed them out and the natives will reassert
themselves.

To the 1st point, while some people may argue that the British flora has already
been so mixed up and or damaged by agricultural developments that there is no
point in conserving genetic variance, until quite recently, most plant and seed
movement occurred on a very local scale. Our system of nature reserves demon-
strates that much has survived and also that wildflower species have managed to
move to 'new’ habitats, e.g. railway cuttings and road verges.

To the 2nd point, this is simply not the case and in many native vegetation types
around the world, one of the main threats is the spread of exotic, introduced
aliens. With sufficient resources, it would be quite easy to obliterate natural
patterns of genetic variation in populations of many wildflower species by wide-
spread, indiscriminate sowing of inappropriate wildflower seed mixtures.

Since the main purpose of creating wildflower grasslands is to increase the area of
‘natural’ vegetation, we should be cautious in our approach, in case we end up
doing more harm than good. Using UK-native seed, and particularly that from the
local area, has a number of advantages, not least of which is that the seed that is
being sown is likely to be genetically adapted to local conditions, and thus has a
much better chance of survival.
Currently, there is no requirement for plants and seed to be labelled with their
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provenance. There is also confusion over the interpretation of terms, such as
"origin" and "provenance". This can cause considerable difficulties when
purchasing plants.  If in doubt, do not use the supplier.  We are fortunate in this
area in that we have access to suppliers near Kings Lynn, and Acle in Norfolk,
both of whom source much of their material from the East Anglia, and do not
trade in any non-UK native plant material.
How to create a wildflower grassland

· Identify the project objective: landscape quality/low maintenance/ creation
of natural, wildlife friendly vegetation

· Note any constraints: i.e. proximity to a nature reserve, urban or suburban,
garden or parkland which may affect management

· Identify the soil type (chalky, sandy, free-draining or wet) and check that it
is not full of potentially undesirable material, e.g. rubble.

· In order to keep nutrient levels, and thus competition and growth in the new
grassland low, ensure that the topsoil layer is either absent or very thin
(5cm max) or that topsoils and subsoil are thoroughly mixed.  This will
produce a patchy sward in the short term, but one that needs a minimum of
management and is more likely to support a wide range of plant species.

· Select a seed mixture appropriate to the purpose: either a ready-mixed type,
or one containing hand-picked species

· Prepare the surface, if necessary, killing any existing ‘weedy’ seedbank
· Sowing should be done in spring or autumn, and autumn is preferable to

ensure that most species are able to germinate.

· The usual sowing rate is 4g/sq metre (16kg/ha).  A nurse crop of annual
ryegrass, e.g. Westerwold, can be used if a quick cover is required, as on
banks which may be prone to erosion

· Mix seed thoroughly before use in case the heavier seeds have settled to the
bottom

· Broadcast seed by hand, or mechanically (best done mixed with sand or
similar to ensure a good spread)

· Ensure that the appropriate aftercare management, including establishment
cuts is undertaken, and that the arisings are raked off.  This is critical to the
long-term success of the grassland

A good supplier will be able to give detailed instructions on seeding and establish-
ment aftercare.
For more information on this subject, visit Flora Locale http://www.floralocale.org
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Mellis Common & Boyland Common
Sunday 8th June 2014

Warm, welcoming sunshine graced this two-centre, primarily botanical joint meeting
with Lowestoft Field Club, but sadly no NNNS members made the journey across
the Suffolk border to join Arthur Copping, myself, and 12 Lowestoft members for the
morning session at Mellis, though 5 subsequently joined the 5 remaining Lowestoft
members for the afternoon meeting at Boyland.

These two attractive grassland commons show interesting similarities and con-
trasts.  Mellis, Suffolk’s largest grazing common at 59 hectares, is an SWT Reserve
boasting areas ‘literally strewn with wildflowers’ as  the Trust puts it, having been
subject to traditional hay-cutting and grazing by the common rights-holders for
centuries, which the SWT adopted among its management methods to maintain
wildlife diversity.  In marked contrast the western end, which the party did not visit,
is botanically much poorer having been ploughed and farmed more intensively
during the Second World War. Subject from medieval times to the extraction of clay
for building, Mellis Common has the consequent features of  ponds and wet
depressions, the former dredged in recent years to remove accumulated silt.
Norfolk’s Boyland Common in Shelfhanger parish, despite its wetter areas, lacks
such ponds, though boundary ditches have been extended or dredged recently. At
only 4.2 hectares and very much smaller than Mellis, it deteriorated slowly but
markedly over the last twenty years or so, particularly during a period
of illegal  occupation by travellers with their vehicles and horses, but the
‘Friends of Boyland Common‘, with the help of grants from the Big
Lottery Fund and other sources, launched an ongoing project in the
present decade aimed among other things at working towards restoring
the site’s former wildlife diversity. I remember admiring quite good
numbers of Green-winged Orchids Anacamptis morio present in the
1980’s or 90’s but apparently these had reduced dramatically before
recent fencing and ditching work and the barring of  unauthorised
non-pedestrian access attempted to protect the integrity of the site: the
orchid has now been recorded again in both the north and south
sections, though still only a handful of spikes. It was too late for the
party to see this orchid on our visit, which the SWT records as growing
also at Mellis, but the Suffolk site did yield several Bee Orchids Ophrys
apifera, one Pyramidal Orchid Anacamptis pyramidalis, and an unusu-
ally deep pink/purple form of what was subsequently determined from
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                Eaton
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a photograph as a Common Spotted Orchid Dactylorhiza fuchsii. The SWT also
lists nationally-scarce Sulphur Clover Trifolium ochroleucon and the small fern
Adderstongue Ophioglossum vulgatum as present at Mellis, but they eluded our
party, though we did see them at Boyland thanks in no small part to the presence
of Stella Taylor, a Bressingham resident, who has studied the Boyland flora for
many years. Also pleasant to see at Boyland was the shrubby Dyer’s Greenweed
Genista tinctoria, a fairly scarce plant in Norfolk almost totally confined to a few
boulder clay commons, green lanes and roadside verges in the south east of the
county.

Because Mellis Common is so extensive, our attention was confined to an area
south west of the car park bordering the Carnser, and the region bordering the
church. Arthur’s meticulous plant list reveals a total of 126 species recorded of
which 86 were in flower and 24 were grasses, including Upright Brome Bromopsis
erecta (scarce in Suffolk and Norfolk) and Quaking-grass Briza media.  Both
Common Knapweed Centaurea nigra and the fairly recently-recognised Chalk
Knapweed Centauria debeauxii were recorded as the extreme representatives of a
population containing many intermediates. Boyland Common yielded 88 taxa, of
which 54 were in flower. The most interesting grasses seen were probably Hybrid
Fescue x Schedolium liliaceous and Quaking-grass Briza media. The shrub,
Wayfaring Tree Viburnum lantana, was recorded, scarce as a native though
increasingly often planted as part of ‘native’ hedgerow mixes.

Despite our concentrating on things botanical, butterflies were a plentiful attraction
with Small Tortoiseshell, Common Blue, Large Skipper and Brown Argus among
others noted at Mellis, and a Clouded Yellow among the Common Blues was
particularly noteworthy at Boyland.

Many thanks to Arthur Copping for organising and leading an interesting and
productive meeting and to Mrs. Izod for allowing us to use the Mellis Village Hall car
park.

Stephen Martin

MARRIOTT’S WAY & ALDERFORD COMMON
Sunday, 29th June 2014

Some 17 members of the Society and the Norfolk Flora Group gathered at the
Marriott’s Way car park just off Station Road, Attlebridge for the twenty-sixth
meeting of the ‘Wild Flowers Revealed’ series, again led by Dr Bob Leaney.
Undeterred by a rainstorm that had hardly eased by the time we met, and which
was uncomfortably reminiscent of the torrential rain at the start of a previous ‘WFR’
June meeting at Stody Estate two years ago, the party set off east along the
disused M&GNR railway line, now part of a well-known long-distance footpath,
bridleway and cycle route, before turning north towards, first, Upgate Common
SSSI, and then Alderford Common SSSI (16.8 hectares).
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Stephen Martin

Hobby

The varied flora of the railway embankment and adjacent arable fields enabled Bob
to point out and describe differences between closely related plant species within
families such as speedwells and  thistles, with campions proving to be of particular
interest since we found the scarce and declining arable weed Night-flowering
Catchfly Silene noctiflora (also seen later near Alderford Common) as well as the
more predictable White Campion S. latifolia, Red Campion S dioica and Bladder
Campion S. vulgaris, with plants bearing pink flowers close by, facilitating discus-
sion of the difficulty of distinguishing pink-flowered examples of Red Campion from
Silene x hampeana, the Red Campion hybrid with White Campion.

Before lunch on the grass at Upgate Common, a small plant of Venus’s Looking-
glass Legousia hybrida and a quantity of Haresfoot Clover Trifolium arvense were
found in the edge of what was presumably a bio-crop of a very large Couch Grass,
with the odd pristine Comma Butterfly in the hedgerow. Southern Marsh Orchid
Dactylorhiza praetermissa , Greater Birdsfoot Trefoil Lotus pedunculatus and
Sharp-flowered Rush Juncus acutiflorus were seen at Upgate  Common, the last
of these characterised by wider-spaced cross divisions on the leaves
distinguishing it both from Blunt-flowered Rush J. subnodulosus (with
longitudinal and cross divisions)  and Jointed Rush  J. articulatus
(with shorter cross divisions only). A Hobby flew over.

The walk along an arable edge and then grass verge to Alderford
Common yielded Flixweed Descurainia sophia, Rye Brome Bromus
secalinus and Vervain Verbena officinalis, and a Bird Cherry Prunus
padus in fruit had been attacked by a moth leaving ‘cobwebs’ in the
foliage.

Upgate Common is quite varied but mainly acidic, but Alderford
Common, comprising glacial sands covering underlying chalk
exposed in abandoned marl workings, features areas of calcareous grassland rare
in east Norfolk and a range of habitats including scrub, woodland, bracken heath,
marshy grassland and ponds. Breeding bird species include Nightingale, Lesser
Whitethroat, Whitethroat, Woodcock and Hawfinch. The pond holds the scarce
Great Crested Newt Triturus cristatus. Fairy Flax Linum catharticum, Wild Basil
Clinopodium vulgare, LargeThyme Thymus pulegioides, Bee Orchid Ophrys
apifera, Lady’s Bedstraw Galium verum , Birdsfoot Trefoil Lotus corniculatus, Marsh
Bedstraw Galium palustre ,Marsh Pennywort  Hydrocotyle vulgaris and a few
flowering spikes of Twayblade Neottia ovata were all seen, plus Common Lizard
and newtlets. Mary Ghullam found the tiny leafy liverwort Leiocolea turbinata,
delightfully called Top Notchwort, on the bare chalk - a species rare in Norfolk.

Many thanks to Bob Leaney for organising a stimulating and instructive meeting
and Bob Ellis for his help.  I am much indebted to Mary Ghullam for allowing me to
draw on her account.

Stephen Martin



Many organisations and individuals are taken up with the remembrance of the First World
War in this the 100 year anniversary of its start. Below are some extracts from a paper in
Vol. X-Part II 1915-16 (Pages 148-154) which illustrates that the horror of warfare can be
briefly set aside.

BIRDS ON THE WESTERN FRONT (FLANDERS)
BY MAJOR ANTHONY BUXTON

A summer and winter spent on the Front and at the back of the Front have cured
me of the idea that the North of France is a birdless region. The noise and bustle
of war have had no effect whatever in driving the birds even from the trenches
themselves…  I first identified the Icterine (Warbler) on the ramparts of Ypes. He
used to sing every morning from dawn till 10 a.m., and again at intervals in the
afternoon; while singing he was so tame that he had no objection to the audience
being within a few feet of his head.

…The Blackcaps and Garden Warblers had had their first nests blown sideways
by shells; the latter had had too severe an attack of nerves to allow them to try
nesting again - at any rate while I was there. Not so the Blackcaps; they rebuilt the
day after my arrival within ten feet of their old nest…

…I heard from an officer who returned from the trenches at Hooge, that a brood
of Nightingales was hatched on the day of the heaviest Hooge bombardment, on
the lip of the first line trench.

To show how utterly indifferent the birds are to shelling, on May 13th, at 8 a.m., In
the garden of Potizze Château, I heard a Nightingale begin to sing. Half-an-hour
afterwards, German shells were rained upon the garden incessantly throughout the
day. The bird sang on without a pause, where the shells fell thickest, until 12 p.m.
and survived, for next morning he started again in the same place as cheerily as
ever.

 Looking for Society Publications
David Paull needs to downsize his “library”, so he’s looking for a good home for his
collection of Society publications, as follows: Bird and Mammal Report – continuous from
1963 plus 1953 (No. 1), 1955, 1956 and 1960; Transactions – continuous from 1987, plus a
selection of earlier volumes dating back to 1970, including the famous Dr Joyce Lambert
paper on the origin of the Norfolk Broads; a complete set of Occasional Publications;
Natterjack (in folders) from 1986. David says sorry, no cherry-picking – the lot must go.
Contact him on 01603 457270 or by email at DavidLPaull@aol.com.
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The next issue of ‘The Norfolk Natterjack’ will be November 2014.
Please send all articles / notes and photographic material to the editor

as soon as possible by
October 1st 2014 to the following address:

Francis Farrow, ‘Heathlands’, 6 Havelock Road, Sheringham,
Norfolk, NR26 8QD. Email:  francis.farrow@btinternet.com

Membership subscriptions
The N&NNS membership year runs from 1st April to 31st March.

During this time members will receive four copies of the quarterly
Natterjack newsletter, and annual copies of the Transactions of the
Society, and the Norfolk Bird & Mammal Report. A full summer
programme of excursions and a winter programme of talks are also
organised annually.

Membership renewals are due on 1st April each year and should be sent
to the treasurer:
  · David Richmond, 42 Richmond Rise, Reepham, Norfolk, NR10 4LS.

New memberships should also be sent to:
  · David Richmond at the above address.

Current rates are £20 for individual, family and group memberships
(£30 for individuals living overseas).
Cheques payable to: Norfolk & Norwich Naturalists’ Society.

Nats’ Gallery: All photographs are very welcome, especially to accompany an article or
document a record, occasionally however, because of space limitations, preference may
have to be given to Norfolk-based images, or to those subjects depicting interesting or
unusual behaviour, or are less commonly (or rarely) seen in print.
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